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(54) Process for controlling the attachment of one mobile terminal to one particular attachment 
point belonging to one particular wireless  access network technology

(57) Process for the control of the Attachment of one
mobile terminal to one particular Attachment Point be-
longing to one particular wireless technology.
The process takes place in a general architecture which
allows management of a number of different radio tech-
nologies and which can easily integrate future radio tech-
nologies. The process controls the association of one
terminal having at least two radio interlaces which can
each be associated to one particular Attachment Point
belonging to one particular radio technology, such as
WIFI, Wimax, UMTS etc...
Each particular Attachment Point is associated to one
particular Resource Controller which provides measure-
ments related to the particular wireless communication
for said AP. The measurements may include the band-
width available and are reported to a Radio Resource
Manager (RRM) which is specific to the given radio tech-
nology e.g. WIFI, WIMAX, UMTS. The information col-
lected by the RRM belonging to the different radio tech-
nologies are reported to a Unified Radio Resource man-
ager which can provide control information to a mobile
terminal requesting connectivity to a wireless network
with a given Quality of Service. The process executed
between the mobile terminal and the above mentioned
network architecture involves all the relevant network dis-
covering steps and afterwards the attach procedure
steps.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The invention relates to the field of wireless
communication and more particularly to a process for
controlling the attachment of one mobile terminal to one
particular attachment point belonging to one particular
wireless access network technologiy, such as a wireless
LAN technology

Background Art

[0002] Wireless LAN are rapidly spreading in the world
with the development of the latest technologies including
802.11 (WIFI), WIMAX, UMTS technologies, the latter
including the latest upgrade HSDPA.
[0003] A mobile terminal or any computer may get in-
stant connectivity to the Internet network by means of a
significant number of wireless LAN technology and such
diversity in the ways of attachment shows to be a great
advantage for the consumer as well as a technical prob-
lem for providing appropriate connectivity.
[0004] Non published European patent application
08368005.8 filed on 25 February 2008 and entitled "Proc-
ess for controlling the association of one mobile terminal
to one particular access point belonging to one wireless
network" assigned to the Assignee of the present appli-
cation discloses one technique available for the WIFI
wireless LAN, which allows a mobile terminal to control
the association to one particular Access Point (AP) in
accordance with information provided by a centralized
Radio Ressources Management (RRM) device monitor-
ing the bandwidth available to each access points visible
to the mobile terminal.
[0005] Clearly, the non published prior art discloses an
effective technique which achieves the management of
numerous access points visible to one mobile terminal
in one WIFI wireless network.
[0006] With the multiplication of the existing (and fu-
ture) radio technologies, including WIFI, Wimax, UMTS,
etc..., there is still a further need of providing the man-
agement of such a high number of technologies, and
more over the particular Points of Attachments which are
visible to one mobile terminal and which may be used for
providing the wireless connectivity.
[0007] In addition, it is highly desirable to provide a
general architecture which achieves, to a wide extent,
some independence to the particular technologies being
involved.
[0008] Such is the technical problem to be solved by
the present invention.

Summary of the invention

[0009] It is an object of the present invention to provide
a process allowing the control of the attachment of one
mobile terminal to one particular attachment point, visible

to that terminal, and belonging to one particular wireless
LAN technology
[0010] It is another object of the present invention to
provide a general architecture which allows management
of a number of different radio technologies and which
can easily integrate future radio technologies.
[0011] These and other objects of the invention are
achieved by means of a process for controlling the as-
sociation of one terminal having at least two radio inter-
faces which can each be associated to one particular
Attachment Point belonging to one particular radio tech-
nology, such as WIFI, Wimax, UMTS etc...
[0012] Each particular Attachment Point is associated
to one particular Resource Controller which provides
measurements relating to the particular wireless commu-
nication for said AP. The measurements may include the
bandwidth available etc..., and are reported to a Radio
Resource Manager (RRM) which is specific to the given
radio technology, WIFI, WIMAX, UMTS etc...
[0013] The information collected by the RRM belong-
ing to the different radio technologies are reported to a
Unified Radio Resource manager which can provide con-
trol information to a mobile terminal requesting connec-
tivity to a wireless network with a given Quality of Service.
[0014] The process executed in such mobile terminal
involves the steps of:

- capturing the wireless parameters of visible Attach-
ment Points (AP);

- associating to one default AP in order to establish a
first preliminary wireless connectivity;

- transmitting a Discovery request (URRM DISCOV-
ERY REQUEST) to the URRM device for requesting
benefit of a wireless connectivity with a given Quality
of Service;

- detecting a URRM discovery reply (URRM DISCOV-
ERY REPLY) from said URRM device confirming ac-
cess to said service;

- in response to a query presented by a running ap-
plication within said new terminal, generating and
transmitting to the URRM a connectivity request
message requesting a connectivity with a given QoS
(such as a bandwidth for instance);

- waiting for a connectivity reply message (CONNEC-
TIVITY REPLY) comprising information reported by
the Resource controller to the URRM via the different
RRMx;

- controlling association to one particular AP based
on said information forwarded by said CONNECTIV-
ITY reply message received from the URRM.

[0015] In one embodiment, the Radio Resource Man-
ager device and the Mobile Terminal communicate with
the URRM after having received an IP address via a Do-
main Name Server.
[0016] The invention also provides a Resource Con-
troller device to be associated to one Attachment Point
of a wireless network comprising at least two different
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radio technologies; said device being able to communi-
cate with a centralized Radio Resources Management
(RRMx) devices for the purpose of collecting the results
of the computation.
[0017] The Resource control further comprises:

- means for receiving from the centralized Radio Re-
sources Management (RRM) device a message re-
questing a predetermined Quality of Service com-
prising data representative of the communication of
a new terminal requesting access to the wireless net-
work,

- means for generating an estimated value of the QoS
metrics for the attached Attachment Point to said
centralized Radio Resources Management (RRMx)
device for the purpose of collecting the results of said
computation;

[0018] The invention also provides with a Mobile ter-
minal for a wireless network comprising at least two dif-
ferent Attachment Points (AP) belonging to two different
radio technologies; the terminal comprising:

- means for capturing the parameters of the visible
Attachment Points;

- means for associating the new mobile terminal to
one default Attachment Point belonging to one de-
fault radio technology;

- means for generating and transmitting a URRM dis-
covery request to a centralized Unified Radio Re-
sources Management (RRM) device communicating
with RRM devices which are specific to different ra-
dio technologies for requesting benefit of a service
from said URRM device;

- means for detecting a URRM discovery reply (URRM
DISCOVERY REPLY) from URRM device confirm-
ing access to said service;

- in response to a query presented by a running ap-
plication within said new terminal, means for gener-
ating and transmitting to said Unified Radio Resourc-
es

[0019] Management (RRM) device a CONNECTIVITY
request message (CONNECTIVITY REQUEST) re-
questing connectivity with a given level of Quality of Serv-
ice;

- means for waiting for a CONNECTIVITY reply (CON-
NECTIVITY REPLY) comprising information collect-
ed by said Radio Resource Management devices
from the associated Resource Controllers attached
to the corresponding Attachments points visible to
said mobile computer, said reply being prepared and
forwarded by said Unified Radio Resources Man-
agement device;

- means for controlling association to one particular
attachment point based on said information forward-
ed by said CONNECTIVITY reply message received

from said URRM device (100).

Description of the drawings

[0020] Other features of one or more embodiments of
the invention will best be understood by reference to the
following detailed description when read in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings.

Figure 1 illustrates a typical wireless LAN architec-
ture in accordance with one embodiment providing
three different radio technologies accesses to a mo-
bile terminal.

Figure 2A illustrates the messages exchanged by
one Wireless Access Network WAN RRM - such as
WAN RRM 10 for instance - and the different re-
source controllers associated to the different Attach-
ment Points.

Figure 2B shows the messages exchanged between
the URRM 100 and the different WAN RRMx in one
particular embodiment using a domain name server.

Figure 3 illustrates the diagram of the messages
which are exchanged between the MTC , the Unified
Ressources Management (URM) and the different
Radio Ressources Management (RRMx).

Figure 4 is a flow chart illustrating the AP Association
control process.

Figures 5A and 5B are flow charts respectively illus-
trating the URRM and RRMx process.

Description of the preferred embodiment

[0021] The following description is presented to enable
a person skilled in the art to make and use the invention.
Descriptions of specific embodiments are provided only
as examples. Various modifications to the described em-
bodiments may be apparent to those skilled in the art,
and the generic principles defined herein may be applied
to other embodiments and applications without departing
from the spirit and scope of the invention. Thus, the
present invention is not intended to be limited to the ex-
pressly described or illustrated embodiments, but is to
be accorded the widest scope consistent with the princi-
ples and features disclosed herein.
[0022] With respect to Figure 1 there is now described
in detail the general architecture showing one mobile ter-
minal of the wireless connection including different radio
technologies, such as WIFI, WIMAX and UMTS. Clearly,
the skilled man will adapt the description provided below
to any other existing or future radio technology, including
the Long Term Evolution (LTE) wireless communication.
[0023] In the figure a Mobile Terminal 1 is represent-
ed which may be any laptop computer, any handheld or
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Personal Assistant, or Personal Document Assistant
(PDA), or more generally any Information Handling Sys-
tem (IHS) (including desktop computer) which may re-
quest connectivity to the network with a particular Quality
of Service (QoS).
[0024] In one particular embodiment, Mobile Terminal
1 is a conventional laptop computer which incorporates
different radio technologies access facilities, such as a
WIFI card or interface complying with the well known
802.11 standard, a Wimax radio interface and a more
recent UMTS or 3G communication interface.
[0025] The co-existence of different radio interface al-
lows Mobile Terminal 1 to receive connectivity to one
among the above mentioned radio technologies, and
such access closely depends on the presence of corre-
sponding Attachment Points (AP) visible to the Mobile
Terminal 1.
[0026] Mobile terminal 1 further includes one software
program or agent - designated as a Mobile Terminal Con-
troller (MTC) block 2 , which is designed to get the control
of the various radio technology interfaces, and for exe-
cuting the different steps and procedures described here-
inafter.
[0027] With respect to figure 1 again, there is shown
that a first Wireless LAN network 19, complying with a
first radio technology which is visible to Mobile Terminal
1, through a first Attachment Point 11-1 and an second
Attachment Point 12-1. It should be noticed that the use
of only two attachment points is only given as an example
and the WAN network 19 may including a greater number
of AP.
[0028] The two Attachment Points 11-1 and 12-1 are
respectively associated to two Resource Controllers,
respectively 11-2 and 12-2, providing various measure-
ments relative to the associated Attachments Points.
[0029] Figure 1 particularly shows that Resource Con-
troller 11-2 is embodied under the form of a specific de-
vice which is associated to Attachment Point 11-1 which,
therefore, can be any conventional Attachment Point
dedicated to a first specific radio technology, while Re-
source controller 12-2 is integrated with the Attachment
Point 12-1 to which it is associated to.
[0030] Also attached to the LAN 19, a Wireless LAN
Radio Resources Management device 10 provides cen-
tralization of all the data collected by the different Re-
source Controllers (11-2, 12-2..) associated to the AP
present on LAN 19. In one particular embodiment, scal-
ability may result in the distribution of the WAN RRM
entity 10 into different individual RRM devices which can,
for instance, be located in different buildings belonging
to a same Wireless LAN topography. However, for the
sake of clarity, figure 1 illustrates only one single WAN
RRM 10 associated to the two Attachment Points 11-1
and 12-1 but, clearly, a skilled man will adapt the teaching
of the invention to the existence of numerous WAN RRM
devices embodying one single RRM function dedicated
to one radio technology.
[0031] Resource controllers 11-2 and 12-2 provides

numerous measurements (and monitoring) relative to the
particular radio technology being considered. Generally
speaking, such measurements may include the meas-
urement of the instantaneous quality of the radio link, the
global load of the radio cell which is controlled by the
Attachment Point, the instantaneous bandwidth availa-
ble, the estimation of the traffic etc... Because the Re-
source controller is specific to one dedicated radio tech-
nology, its practical realization closely depends on the
requirements and the parameters of that technology. For
instance, in UMTS, the measurements which can be con-
sidered may even depend on the particular release ( rel.
4, rel5) which is considered.
[0032] In the particular embodiment which is depicted
in figure 1, the first radio technology is assumed to be
complying with the well known 802.11 standard (WIFI),
so that Attachment Points 11-1 and 12-1 are conventional
Access Points providing wireless connectivity to the Mo-
bile Terminal 1.
[0033] In the particular example, the Resource Con-
trollers 11-2 and 12-2 is embodied under the form of a
so called WIMETER particularly providing estimation of
the available bandwidth for the dedicated access point,
and particularly described in non published European
patent application 08368005.8 filed on 25 February 2008
which is herein incorporated by simple reference.
[0034] WIMETER 12-2 is incorporated with Access
Point 12-1 so as to provide a one single device offering
wireless network connectivity as well as resources con-
trol and measurements. Alternatively, any commercial
existing access point, such as access point 11-1 , can
be attached to the LAN network 19 and, in this case, such
access point 11-1 is associated with a dedicated Wimeter
box 11-2 as represented in the figure.
[0035] Basically speaking, the Wimeter 11-2 and 12-2
perform a continuous estimation of the available band-
width of the considered access point and provides such
estimation, upon request from a so -called Radio Re-
sources Management Wireless Access Network (RRM
WAN) device 10 for determining a new criteria for assign-
ing an access point to one particular Mobile Terminal 1,
as shown in figure 1.
[0036] In one particular embodiment WAN RRM 10 is
embodied by means of a general purpose computer of-
fering network attachment and having a software pro-
gram running and executing the code and instructions
for the purpose of embodying the process of the inven-
tion, and processing the particular messages which are
described below. In that case, WAN RRM device 10 may
also be used for running other applications programs
which might be useful for the LAN administrator. Alter-
natively, WAN RRM device 10 may be any specific hard-
ware equipment which is dedicated to the sole role of
generating, receiving and processing the different mes-
sages which are hereinafter described with details.
[0037] With respect to figure 1 again, there is shown
that there is shown that mobile terminal 1 may get wire-
less connectivity via a second Wireless LAN network 29,
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complying with a second radio technology - such as
WIMAX for instance - through a first Attachment Point
21-1 (designated as Base Station in the Wimax terminol-
ogy) and also through a second Attachment Point or Base
Station 22-1. Each Base station 21-1 or 22-1 is associ-
ated to one corresponding Resource Controller , respec-
tively 21-2 and 22-2, which provides particularly meas-
urements fitting the radio technology considered, includ-
ing bandwidth and delay measurements etc... For the
sake of clarity, the Resource Controller 21-2 and 22-2
are presented as being embodied within the same device
of the Attachments Points. Clearly, the skilled man will
adapt the invention if the Resource Control has to be
realized in a specific box being separate from the Attach-
ments Points which it is dedicated to. The Ressource
controllers 21-2 and 22-2 communication with a WAN
Radio Resource Management device 20 centralizing the
gathering of all useful information regarding the traffic
and network parameters of the second Wireless network.
[0038] In addition, Figure 1 shows that a third Wireless
LAN network 39, complying with a third radio technology
- such as Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys-
tems (UMTS) - is also visible to Mobile Terminal 1,
through a first Attachment Point 31-1 (designated as eN-
odeB or Base Station in the UMTS terminology) and an
second Attachment Point 32-1, each associated with a
corresponding Resource Controller, respectively 31-2
and 32-2, providing measurements and monitoring of
network parameters representative of the traffic of the
particular Attachment Point, including bandwidth and de-
lay measurements etc... Similarly as above, the Re-
source controller are assumed to be integrated into the
particular Attachment Points they are associated to. The
Resource controller 31-2 and 32-2 communication with
a WAN Radio Resource Management device 30 central-
izing the gathering of all useful information regarding the
traffic and network parameters of the second Wireless
network.
[0039] Figure 1 further shows that the different WAN
RRM 10, 20 and 30 communicate with a Unified Radio
Resource Management (URRM) device 100 by means
of an appropriate backbone or appropriate communica-
tion means. While all the WAN RRM 10, 20 and 30 are
all specific and dedicated to one radio technology - re-
spectively WIFI, WIMAX and UMTS - the Unified Radio
Resource Management (URRM) device 100 is complete-
ly independent on the particular radio technologies and
only comprises the hardware and software component
for embodying the processes and exchanges of messag-
es which are discussed below.
[0040] As a consequence, the architecture shows to
be very flexible since the introduction of any new radio
technology (e.g. such as the future LTE technology) will
only require the design of a new WAN RRM specific to
that particularly technology. On the other hand, the UR-
RM device 100 remains unchanged and centralizes the
information reported by the different specific WAN RRMs.
[0041] With respect to figure 2A, there is now detailed

the particular cooperation between one WAN RRM ded-
icated to one radio technology - such as RRM 10 for
instance dedicated to WIFI - and the different Attachment
Points belonging to that radio technology.
[0042] The WAN RRM 10 is assumed to be switched
on before the Attachment points and their associated Re-
source Controllers.
[0043] When each Resource Controller RC1 and RC2
- such as Resource controller 11-2 or 12-2 (for instance)
- is switched on, the latter proceeds, after the execution
of the POST (power on self test) routine , with the gen-
eration of a so-called ATTACH REQUEST message
which is forwarded to WAN RRM device 10 in broadcast
or, when the IP address of the latter is known, to unicast.
[0044] ATTACH REQUEST message includes partic-
ular information dedicated to the Attachment Point asso-
ciated to the particular Resource Controller being con-
sidered such as the MAC address and, for instance in
the case of WIFI, the channel frequency, and the Identi-
fication of the network (SSID - Service Set IDentifier). In
addition, in the particular case where WAN RRM 10 is
embodied as an application program running into a gen-
eral purpose computer, the ATTACH REQUEST mes-
sage also comprises the port number used by such ap-
plication program.
[0045] Figure 2A particularly illustrates such ATTACH
REQUEST messages 101 and 111 which are respec-
tively generated by Resource Controller 11-2 and 12-2.
[0046] By receiving the ATTACH REQUEST messag-
es from the different Attachment Points 11-1 and 12-1,
WAN RRM 10 is made aware of the of the precise topol-
ogy of the network, including the different Attachment
Points and their associated resource controllers.
[0047] Upon receipt of an ATTACH REQUEST mes-
sage - e.g. message 101 by RC 11-2 or message 111
generated by RC 12-2 - WAN RRM 10 generates a AT-
TACH REPLY message, represented by arrow 102 (resp.
112) in Figure 2A, which is returned back to RC1 (resp.
RC2 ).
[0048] The ATTACH REPLY message particularly
comprises confirmation or not of the acceptation of the
service provided by WAN RRM, what is advantageous
in the case of different service providers which can be all
handled by one single WAN RRM device 10. In addition
to such confirmation, ATTACH REPLY message may
comprises additional configuration setting parameters for
the resource controller 11-2 or 12-2.
[0049] If a Resource Controller does receive an AT-
TACH REPLY message from the WLAN RRM after a pre-
configured period of time, it has to trigger again a new
ATTACH REQUEST message toward the WLAN RRM
device.
[0050] Further to the exchanges of messages 101 and
102 for Resource Controller 1 (resp. 111 and 112 for
RC2), the set of measurements which are to be per-
formed by the respective Resource Controller is contin-
uously computed, so as to be reported, upon request, to
the Wireless Access Network WAN RRM 10. In the par-
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ticular case of WIFI, the Resource Controller 1 and 2 are
WIMETER devices providing a continuous computation
of the available bandwidth.
[0051] With respect to figure 2B, there is now de-
scribed the process which is performed for achieving at-
tachment of one particular WAN RRMx (x =1 to 3...) to
the Unified Radio Resource Manager URRM 100.
[0052] It is to be noticed that the configuration of the
network composing the URRM 100 and the different
WAN RRMx (10, 20, 30 etc...) is a prerequisite, and ar-
ranged by the Internet Service Provider, or the Wireless
Connectivity Service Provider.
[0053] Basically, the different components may be ar-
ranged with predetermined IP addresses so that they can
communication to each other via the backbone.
[0054] Alternatively, each component may automati-
cally receive their IP address for communicating each
other via a particular server, such as a DHCP server for
instance. Furthermore, the Service Provider may arrange
the access to the IP address of the URRM via the use of
a Domain Name Server.
[0055] In that particular situation, which is only de-
scribed here by way of example, each WAN RRMx , when
it is powered on, sends a particular requests (REQUEST
[0056] URRM IP) to the domain name server while
specifying the name of the URRM . This is illustrated by
message 201 in Figure 2B.
[0057] In response to the request 201, the Domain
Name Server forwards to the RRMx (10, 20 or 30...) a
REPLY URRM IP message containing the particular IP
address of the Unified Radio Resource Manager 100.
[0058] Then, the RRMx generates an ATTACH_RE-
QUEST message to the URRM 100 - represented by
arrow 203 in figure 2B - so as to request attachment to
the latter. By receiving the ATTACH REQUEST messag-
es from the different WAN RRMx (10, 20, 30) the URRM
100 is made aware of the of the precise topology of the
network and the different radio technologies which are
available to the user.
[0059] Upon receipt of an ATTACH REQUEST mes-
sage - e.g. message 203 by RRMx - URRM 100 gener-
ates an ATTACH REPLY message, represented by ar-
row 204 which is forwarded back to the RRMx.
[0060] ATTACH REPLY message particularly com-
prises confirmation or not of the acceptation of the service
provided by URRM. In addition to such confirmation, AT-
TACH REPLY message may comprises additional con-
figuration setting parameters for the different RRMx .
[0061] If a RRMx does receive an ATTACH REPLY
message from the URRM 100 after a pre-configured pe-
riod of time, it has to trigger again a new ATTACH RE-
QUEST message toward the latter.
[0062] It should be noticed that the attachment proce-
dure of the RRMx to the URRM, and more generally the
communication between those components, may be
subject of sophisticated security procedures and proto-
cols, such as, for instance, based on the use of asym-
metric keys, passwords etc...

[0063] However, for the sake of clarity, such tech-
niques - well known to the skilled man- will not be further
elaborated on.
[0064] It will now be described the particular procedure
which is executed by MTC 2 of mobile terminal 1 when
the latter enters within the wireless environment of the
network shown in figure 1.
[0065] In a first step 401 , illustrated in Figure 4, the
MTC captures via the different wireless interfaces the
particular parameters of the wireless networks in accord-
ance with any known method. Such parameters include
the identifiers of the Attachments Points of the different
wireless LAN ( WIFI, Wimax, UMTS) and, in the particular
case of WIFI wireless network , the MAC address of the
visible Access point (ie. Access points 11-1 and 12-1 of
Figure 1), the strength of the signal and the SSID of the
latter, when applicable.
[0066] The process then proceeds in a step 402 to the
association of the mobile computer 1 to one particular
attachment point belonging to one particular radio tech-
nology. In one particular embodiment, when WIFI Access
Points is shown to be visible to mobile terminal 1, the
attachment is achieved on the particular access point
offering the higher signal level in accordance with known
procedure of the 802.11 IEEE Standard. In that case, it
is assumed to be associated with access point 11-1
shown in figure 1.
[0067] In a next step, the process then launches a proc-
ess of discovery in a step 403 by means of the generation
of a URRM DISCOVERY REQUEST message 301, as
illustrated in Figure 3. In one particular embodiment RRM
DISCOVERY MESSAGE is a broadcast message ar-
ranged to go beyond the first access point and attempt
to reach the URRM device 100.
[0068] In a step 404, the process then waits for the
detection of a URRM DISCOVERY REPLY generated
by URRM device 100, as illustrated by arrow 302 in Fig-
ure 3.
[0069] In one particular embodiment, if no reply reach-
es mobile terminal 1, then MTC circuit 2 may optionally
regenerate a further RRM DISCOVERY REQUEST at a
later stage in order to retry the discovery procedure.
[0070] Assuming now that a user application is
launched within terminal 1 which requesting some wire-
less communication resources. Such application can be
any kind of video, audio or multimedia application or even
classical application (mail, web, ftp, etc.) requiring some
bandwidth, but also a determined Quality of Service
(QoS), defined in terms of throughput, delay, security
services etc...
[0071] In a step 405, MTC block 2 receives such query
for connectivity resources associated with a determined
QoS, and then generates, in a step 406, a CONNECTIV-
ITY REQUEST which is forwarded to URRM 100 .
[0072] It should be noticed that the MTC can be de-
signed to monitor the traffic generated by the applications
running in the mobile terminal, and in response to said
monitoring initiates the launching of the generation of one
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particular CONNECTIVITY REQUEST with the appropri-
ate bandwidth requirement. The skilled man will make
such designs in different ways which will not be devel-
oped hereinafter.
[0073] This CONNECTIVITY REQUEST message,
represented by arrow 303 in Figure 3, may contain dif-
ferent types of information:

- information relative to the application requiring wire-
less communication resources, such as the size of
packets, the transfer mode (unicast, broadcast or
multicast) etc...

- information relative to the different Attachment
Points which are visible to the terminal 1, including
the identifiers and particular, for WIFI Access Points,
the MAC address of such access point, the MAC
address of the radio interface of the mobile device
from which this access points is visible, the strength
of the received signal. and the frequency channel
used by this access point.

[0074] In addition, the CONNECTIVITY REQUEST
message may contain information relative to the mobile
terminal requesting the bandwidth allocation such us the
link-layer data rate of the wireless communication card
and the value of the basic rate (used to send the physical
header).
[0075] With respect to figure 5A, there is now de-
scribed the process which is executed by the URRM de-
vice 100 when it receives the CONNECTIVITY RE-
QUEST of arrow 303 from the Mobile Terminal 1.
[0076] In a step 501 , the URRM 100 detects the re-
ceipt of such CONNECTIVITY REQUEST and then gen-
erates, in a step 502, a RRMx REQUEST (x = 1, 2, 3...)
to every WAN RRMx corresponding to one visible At-
tachment Point.
[0077] As previously, the RRMx REQUEST may con-
tain two types of information:

- information relative to the application requiring wire-
less communication resources, such as the size of
packets, the transfer mode (unicast, broadcast or
multicast) etc...

- information relative to the different Attachment
Points which are visible to the mobile terminal 1, in-
cluding the MAC address of such access point, the
MAC address of the radio interface of the mobile
device from which this access points is visible, the
strength of the received signal. and the frequency
channel used by this access point.

[0078] In addition, the RRMx REQUEST message
may contain information relative to the mobile terminal
requesting the bandwidth allocation such us the link-layer
data rate of the wireless communication card and the
value of the basic rate (used to send the physical header).
[0079] In a step 503, the URRM block waits for a RRMx
REPLY coming from the different WAN RRMx and col-

lects the various elements of information which are inte-
grated in a RRMx REPLY message which is generated
in a step 504.
[0080] Figure 3 shows that URRM device 100 gener-
ates, in step 502, one RRM1 request referred to as arrow
311 which is forwarded to RRM1 10 assigned to the WIFI
technology and, similarly, generates a RRM2 Request
referred to as arrow 321 which is forwarded to RRM2 20
dedicated to the Wimax Technology.
[0081] The responses are respectively RRM1 REPLY
shown by arrow 319 and 329 respectively.
[0082] With respect to figure 5B, there is now de-
scribed the particular process which is executed by one
WAN RRMx device (10, 20 or 30) for the purpose of col-
lecting useful measurements parameters dedicated to
the corresponding radio technology.
[0083] In a step 511 , the RRMx 10, 20 or 30 detects
the receipt of a RRM REQUEST from URRM device 100
and then generates, in a step 512, a RC REQUEST which
is forwarded to every Resource Controler associated with
one visible Attachment Points belonging to the particular
radio technology.
[0084] As previously, the RC REQUEST may contain
two types of information:

- information relative to the application requiring wire-
less communication resources, such as the size of
packets, the transfer mode (unicast, broadcast or
multicast) etc...

- information relative to the different Attachment
Points which are visible to the mobile terminal 1, in-
cluding the MAC address of such access point, the
MAC address of the radio interface of the mobile
device from which this access points is visible, the
strength of the received signal. and the frequency
channel used by this access point.

[0085] In addition, the RC REQUEST message may
contain information relative to the mobile terminal re-
questing resources allocation such us the link-layer data
rate of the wireless communication card and the value
of the basic rate (used to send the physical header).
[0086] In a step 513, the RRM 10, 20 or 30 waits for a
RC REPLY coming from the different Resource Control-
lers and collects the various elements of information be-
fore forwarding them, in a step 514, in a RRM REPLAY .
[0087] Figure 3 shows that RRM1 device 10 gener-
ates, in step 512, one RC1 request (arrow 312) which is
forwarded to RC1 11-2 assigned to the WIFI technology
and, similarly, generates a RC2 Request (arrow 313)
which is forwarded to RC 2 12-2.
[0088] The responses received from the two resource
Controllers are respectively shown under the references
314 and 315, respectively.
[0089] It can be seen that each RRMx 10, 20 or 30 can
aggregate, from the valuable information and measure-
ments reported by the associated Resource Controllers,
information regarding to the quality of Service, and also
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to the available bandwidth, before reporting such infor-
mation to the URRM device 100.
[0090] Correspondingly, the URRM device 100 can
aggregate the different information reported by the dif-
ferent RRMx corresponding to AP visible to the Mobile
Terminal 1, into a CONNECTIVITY REPLY MESSAGE ,
which is detected in step 407 of figure 4, and shown in
reference to arrow 304 in figure 3.

Different embodiments may be considered.

[0091] In a first embodiment, the CONNECTIVITY RE-
PLY message transmitted by the URRM device 100 in-
cludes control information for the mobile terminal which
allows direct selection of the radio connectivity - ie the
particular interface corresponding to that radio connec-
tivity - with one particular attachment point. M
[0092] In a second embodiment, the CONNECTIVITY
REPLY message transmitted by the URRM device 100
includes control information relating to the sole selection
of the radio interface, and the mobile terminal 1 is free
to select the appropriate visible Attachment Point in ac-
cordance with its own requirement.
[0093] In a third embodiment, the CONNECTIVITY
REPLY message transmitted by the URRM device 100
only includes information relative to the measurements
collected by the different RRMx, and leaves the mobile
terminal to select the appropriate radio interface, and the
appropriate Attachment point in accordance with its own
QoS standard and requirements.
[0094] Whatever the particular embodiment which is
considered, the Mobile Terminal uses the information
which is included in the CONNECTIVITY REPLAY for
selecting and controlling the particular technology and
the particular attachment points, in a step 408 of Figure
408.
[0095] Then, in a step 409, the Attachment Point as-
sociation process completes and the application soft-
ware running into mobile terminal 1 may take profit of the
communication resources provided by the selected AP
belonging to the particular radio technology being select-
ed.
[0096] The procedures which were described above
provide effective coordination of Wireless resources so
as to allow an effective connectivity complying with par-
ticular Quality of Service requirements.
[0097] Wide possibilities of measurements are made
possible by Resources Controllers 11-2 and 12-2 and
the reader is invited to refer to the non published Euro-
pean patent application 08368005.8 (Publication number
EP2093940 , published on August 26, 2008 after the fil-
ing date of this application) and filed by the same appli-
cant, the contents of which being herein incorporated by
simple reference, for the purpose of providing one par-
ticular measurement based on the computation of the
available band width...
[0098] In such a particular context, and within the
frame of the above mentioned European patent applica-

tion, Resource Controllers 11-2 and 12-2 are designated
as Wimeters providing measurement and estimation of
the available bandwidth for the associated Access Point.
[0099] The invention can be implemented in digital
electronic circuitry, or in computer hardware, firmware,
software, or in combinations of them. Apparatus of the
invention can be implemented in a computer program
product tangibly embodied in a machine-readable stor-
age device for execution by a programmable processor;
and method steps of the invention can be performed by
a programmable processor executing a program of in-
structions to perform functions of the invention by oper-
ating on input data and generating output. The invention
can be implemented advantageously in one or more com-
puter programs that are executable on a programmable
system including at least one programmable processor
coupled to receive data and instructions from, and to
transmit data and instructions to, a data storage system,
at least one input device, and at least one output device.
Each computer program can be implemented in a high-
level procedural or object-oriented programming lan-
guage, or in assembly or machine language if desired;
and in any case, the language may be a compiled or
interpreted language. Suitable processors include, by
way of example, both general and special purpose mi-
croprocessors. Generally, a processor will receive in-
structions and data from a read-only memory and/or a
random access memory. Generally, a computer will in-
clude one or more mass storage devices for storing data
files; such devices include magnetic disks, such as inter-
nal hard disks and removable disks; magneto-optical
disks; and optical disks. Storage devices suitable for tan-
gibly embodying computer program instructions and data
include all forms of non-volatile memory, including by way
of example semiconductor memory devices, such as
EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory devices; magnet-
ic disks such as internal hard disks and removable disks;
magneto-optical disks; and CD-ROM disks. Any of the
foregoing can be supplemented by, or incorporated in,
ASICs (application-specific integrated circuits).

Claims

1. Process for controlling the association of one termi-
nal (1) having at least two radio interfaces to one
particular Attachment point (11-1, 12-1, 21-1, 22-1,
31-1, 32-1) belonging to a set of N wireless networks
belonging each to a given radio technology, each
comprising a set of Attachment Points (11-1, 12-1,
21-1, 22-1, 31-1, 32-1), each AP being associated
to one particular Resource Controller device (11-2,
12-2, 21-2, 22-2, 31-2, 32-2) providing wireless com-
munication measurements;

- arranging at least one Radio Resource Man-
agement RRMx device (10, 20, 30) dedicated
to one given radio technology, each of said
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RRMx device being reported the measurements
performed by said Resource Controller and fur-
ther reporting aggregate information to a Unified
Radio Resource Manager (URRM) being inde-
pendent on one particular radio technology;
Said process involving the steps of:
- capturing (401) the wireless parameters of vis-
ible Attachment points belonging to at least two
radio technologies;
- associating (402) with one default AP in order
to establish a preliminary wireless connectivity;
- transmitting (403) a Discovery request (URRM
DISCOVERY REQUEST) to said Unified Radio
Resource Management device (100) for re-
questing benefit of a wireless connectivity with
a given level Quality of Service;
- detecting (404) a URRM discovery reply (RRM
DISCOVERY REPLY) from said URRM device
(100) confirming access to said service;
- in response to a query presented by a running
application within said new terminal (1), gener-
ating and transmitting (405, 406) to said Unified
Radio Resources Management (URRM) device
(100) a connectivity request message (CON-
NECTIVITY REQUEST) requesting connectivi-
ty with a given level of Quality of Service;
- waiting (407) for a Connectivity reply (CON-
NECTIVITY REPLY) comprising information re-
ported by said Resource controllers to said
RRMx , and then from said RRMx to said URRM;
- controlling (408) association to one particular
Attachment Points in accordance with informa-
tion included in said CONNECTIVITY REPLY
received from said URRM device (100).

2. Process according to claim 1 characterized in that
one Radio Resource Manager device is dedicated
to a WIFI wireless LAN.

3. Process according to claim 1 characterized in that
one Radio Resource Manger device is dedicated to
a Wimax or UMTS wireless network.

4. Process according to claim 1 characterized in that
Radio Resource Management devices and said Mo-
bile Terminal communicate with said URRM after
having received the IP address via a Domain Name
Server.

5. Process for controlling the association of one termi-
nal (1) to one particular Attachment point (11-1, 12-1,
21-1, 21-2, 31-1, 31-2) belonging to a set of N wire-
less networks belonging each to a given radio tech-
nology, each comprising a set of Attachment Points;
said process comprising the steps of:

- arranging at least two dedicated Resource
Controller devices (11-2, 12-2, 21-2, 22-2, 31-2,

32-2), each associated with one particular At-
tachment Points, said devices continuously pro-
viding some measurements associated to the
computing of an estimation of the measure-
ments, including the bandwidth, for the dedicat-
ed Attachment Points;
- arranging a centralized Radio Resources Man-
agement (RRM) device (10, 20, 30) dedicated
to one radio technology for the purpose of col-
lecting the results of said computation;
- arranging a Unified Radio Resources Manage-
ment (URRM) device (100) for the purpose of
collecting information gathered by said RRM
devices ;
- setting a Mobile Terminal Controller module
(MTC) in each mobile terminal to be connected
to the wireless network, said module being de-
signed for discovering the RRM device and for
exchanging messages with it in order to select
the optimal access point.
- running a process of Access Point association
control for every new terminal (1) requesting ac-
cess to the wireless network,
said Attachment Point Control process compris-
ing the steps of:
- capturing (401) the parameters of the visible
AP belonging to at least one radio technology;
- associating (402) said new terminal (201) to
one particular AP belonging to one particular ra-
dio technology;
- generating and transmitting (403) a URRM dis-
covery request (URRM DISCOVERY RE-
QUEST) for requesting benefit of service pro-
vided by said Unified Radio Resources Manage-
ment (RRM) device (100);
- detection (404) of a RRM discovery reply (UR-
RM DISCOVERY REPLY) from said RRM de-
vice (100) confirming access to said service;
- in response to a query presented by a running
application within said new terminal (1), gener-
ating and transmitting (405, 406) to said Unified
Radio Resources Management (URRM) device
(100) a CONNECTIVITY request message
(CONNECTIVITY REQUEST) requesting con-
nectivity with a given Quality of Service, such as
a bandwidth resources;
- waiting (407) for a bandwidth reply (CONNEC-
TIVITY REPLY) comprising information collect-
ed from said Resource controller devices (11-2,
12-2, 21-2, 22-2,31-2, 32-2) associated to visi-
ble Attachment Points (11-1, 12-1, 21-1, 21-2,
31-1, 31-2), said reply being prepared and for-
warded by said Radio Resources Management
device (10, 20, 30) to said Unified Radio Re-
source Management device (100);
- controlling (408) association to one particular
access point based on said information forward-
ed by said Connectivity reply message received
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from said URRM device (100).

6. Process according to claim 1 characterized in that
said quality of service includes the definition of a
bandwidth required by said running application.

7. Process according to claim 5 characterized in that
it comprises the step of receiving within said terminal
(1) the collection of the results of the computation
performed by said Resource Controller devices
(11-2, 12-2, 21-2, 22-2, 31-2, 32-2), and using such
collected data for controlling the association to one
particular Attachment Point.

8. Process according to claim 5 characterized in that
it said Unified Radio Resources Management (RRM)
device (100) uses the collected data computed by
said Resource Controller devices (11-2, 12-2, 21-2,
22-2, 31-2, 32-2) and selects one particular Attach-
ment Point which is identified into said bandwidth
reply forwarded to the new terminal requesting ac-
cess to the wireless network.

9. Process according to anyone of the preceding claim
characterized in that one among said Resource
Controller devices (11-2, 12-2, 21-2, 22-2, 31-2,
32-2) is embedded as hardware circuitry with soft-
ware executable code within said associated access
point.

10. Process according to anyone of the preceding claim
characterized in that one among said Resource
Controller devices (11-2, 12-2, 21-2, 22-2, 31-2,
32-2) is a dedicated device distinct from the associ-
ated access point.

11. Process according to claim 1 characterized in that
it said RRM device (10) is adapted to a WIFI wireless
Lan comprising Access Points, said RRM device (10)
generating a RC Request message consisting in a
bandwidth request message (BANDWIDTH RE-
QUEST) with information determining the size of the
packets and the transfer mode, and that each of said
Resource Controllers is a Wireless Measurement
(Wimeter) devices using said information for com-
puting an estimation of the bandwidth being available
for the associated access point.

12. Resource Controller device to be associated to one
Attachment Point of a wireless network comprising
at least two different radio technologies; said device
being able to communicate with a centralized Radio
Resources Management (RRMx) device (10, 20, 30)
for the purpose of collecting the results of said com-
putation;
said device being characterized in that it
comprises :

- means for receiving from said centralized Ra-
dio Resources Management (RRM) device (10,
20, 30) a message requesting a predetermined
Quality of Service comprising data representa-
tive of the communication of a new terminal re-
questing access to the wireless network,
- means for generating an estimated value of
the available bandwidth for the attached Attach-
ment Point to said centralized Radio Resources
Management (RRMx) device (10, 20, 30) for the
purpose of collecting the results of said compu-
tation;

13. Mobile terminal for a wireless network comprising at
least two different Attachment points belonging to
two different radio technologies; said terminal com-
prising:

- means for capturing (401) the parameters of
the visible Attachment Points;
- means for associating (402) said new terminal
(1) to one default Attachment Point;
- means for generating and transmitting (403) a
URRM discovery request (RRM DISCOVERY
REQUEST) to a centralized Unified Radio Re-
sources Management (RRM) device (100) com-
municating with RRM devices specific to differ-
ent radio technologies, for requesting benefit of
a service from said URRM device (100);
- means for detecting (404) of a URRM discovery
reply (URRM DISCOVERY REPLY) from said
URRM device (100) confirming access to said
service;
- in response to a query presented by a running
application within said new terminal (1), means
for generating and transmitting (405, 406) to said
Unified Radio Resources Management (RRM)
device (100) a CONNECTIVITY request mes-
sage (BANDWIDTH REQUEST) requesting
connectivity with a given Quality of Service;
- means for waiting (407) for a CONNECTIVITY
reply (CONNECTIVITY REPLY) comprising in-
formation collected by said Radio Resource
Management devices (10, 20, 30) from Re-
source Controllers associated to respective At-
tachments points visible to said mobile compu-
ter, said reply being prepared and forwarded by
said Unified Radio Resources Management de-
vice (100);
- means for controlling (408) association to one
particular access point based on said informa-
tion forwarded by said CONNECTIVITY reply
message received from said URRM device
(100).
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